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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Unique Design Diamond Metal Inlay Oval Marble Mosaic Tile For Wall

Short Description: As a decorative walling material,

this diamond brass inlays the oval-shaped marble

mosaic tile is a unique design, and it is a good idea

for those decorative areas of the kitchen,

bathroom, and other room areas. Consider this

product if you are looking for marble oval mosaic

tile.

Model No.: WPM013

Pattern: Waterjet Oval

Color: White, Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Metal

Product Detail:

Product Description

Stone mosaic tiles are one of the earliest forms of tiling that mosaic styles and tiles have

remained in fashion since Roman Times, and they are not out of fashion even in modern

buildings. Looking for unique stone mosaic tile? This product can be your wishing list.

Waterjet marble mosaic wall tile with oval shapes is not commonly seen in modern

decoration, while diamond brass chips inlay around the oval-shaped marble mosaic chips
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make the simple tile looks more interesting. Simple products make life easier, and we hope

buyers could be able to buy high-quality and affordable tiles and mosaics anytime.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Unique Design Diamond Metal Inlay Oval Marble Mosaic Tile For Wall

Model No.: WPM013

Pattern: Waterjet Oval

Color: White & Gold

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM013

Color: White & Gold

Marble Name: Oriental White Marble, Brass

Model No.: WPM183

Color: White & Grey & Gold

Marble Name: Thassos Crystal Marble, Carrara Marble, Grey Marquina Marble,

Brass

Model No.: WPM416

Color: White & Grey & Gold

Marble Name: Oriental White Marble, Carrara Grey Marble, Brass

Product Application

Mosaic tiles have many uses, such as floor tiles in wet rooms, wall tiles in the kitchen or bathroom to

create a feature wall or decorative panel, or even as a border. This Unique Design Diamond Metal Inlay



Oval Marble Mosaic Tile can be used for walls of the bathroom, kitchen, or decorative background in

your living room, and offices, hotels also possibly have this design.

Browse our extensive range of mosaic wall and floor tiles below, if you need help, give us a call or link

on WhatsApp, we are always on hand to offer some assistance during working hours between 9 am to 6

pm.

FAQ

Q: How much is the shipping cost of this Unique Design Diamond Metal Inlay Oval Marble Mosaic Tile

For Wall?

A: We need to check with our shipping company or express agent according to the delivery address

and the goods' total weight.

Q: Is your product price negotiable or not?

A: The price is negotiable. It can be changed according to your quantity and packaging type. When you

are making an inquiry, please write the quantity you want in order to make the best account for you.

Q: How much is the proofing fee? How long to come out for samples?

A: Different patterns own different proofing fees. It takes about 3 - 7 days to come out for samples.

Q: What is the customs code of the product?

A: Marble Mosaic Product: 68029190, Stone Mosaic Product: 680299900. We can show the custom

code you want on the Bill of Lading.


